
Syllabus for PreCalculus 2017/18 
 
Teacher: Pablo Garcia  
Email: pgarcia@tamdistrict.org    Website: https://www.tamdistrict.org/pgarcia 
Availability: Lunch, Smart period and generally after school in room 263 
 
Text: PreCalculus, Sullivan 
 
Course Overview: The purpose of PreCalculus is to prepare you for Calculus. We will focus 
on functions throughout the course, both in equation and graphical form.  We will explore 
the Unit Circle along with the graphs of the 6 trig functions and their inverses. We will also 
study Polar Coordinates and Vectors and their applications. Finally we will conclude with 
the concept of a limit, which is the foundation of Calculus.  
 
Homework: Homework will be assigned daily. I will answer HW questions in class the 
following day.  Instead of collecting homework I will be giving you a Homework Quiz 
(HWQ). This will demonstrate to you and me that you understood the concepts. You may 
retake the HWQ as many times as necessary. I strongly recommend you check in with me 
or a study buddy to be sure you understand your mistakes before retaking a HWQ. 

 

My Expectations of you as a student: In order to be successful in this class; you will come to 
class on time every day, follow all school rules, be attentive, participate, complete all the 
work assigned, complete the homework assignments outside of class, and do the best 
work you can. You are expected to ask questions in class, be proactive about knowing 
your grade, communicate any concerns with me before it becomes a problem, utilize 
your tutoring options, and be willing to help other students when you can. 
 
Classroom Rules: Be respectful and courteous to me and all of your classmates. Please 
keep your phones away during class. 
  
Suggested Materials: See me if this is a problem.  

● Binder (3 ring), specifically for this class 
○ dividers with sections for: Reading/Lecture Notes, HWQ’s and Tests 

● Spiral notebook for Homework. I will occasionally collect these. 
● Pens and pencils (mechanical pencils and white plastic erasers are best). 
● Text book 
● Optional: Calculator, TI83 or TI84. These are the most popular and the ones allowed 

on the AP test. See the Texas Instruments website http://education.ti.com.  
 
Standard Grading Scale: 
A+: 97%-100% A: 93%-96% A-: 89.5%-92% B+: 87%-89.4% B: 83%-86% B-: 79.5%-82% C+: 
77%-79% C: 73%-76% C-: 69.5%-72% D+: 67%-69% D: 63%-66% D-: 59.5%-62% F: 59.4% - 0% 
 
Grades: Grades will be determined according to the following categories and weights. 
HWQ: 20% Tests:60% Final: 20% 
 
I am looking forward to a great year! 
 
Sincerely, 
Mr. Garcia 

http://education.ti.com/

